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1. Introduction

Let C~0(Rn , Rp) be the space of all C°° mappings of Rn into Rp with f (0) = 0.

For a positive number y, we set

For any Coo mapping f of Cô (Rn , RP), we write

where expressions like f|f-1(Sp-1r) mean the restricted mappings and 7, ô are
positive numbers. 
Then T. Fukuda has proved the following Cone Structure Theorem

(Theorem 1.1) in his papers ([2]). The purpose of this paper is to give a fiat
version of his Cone Structure Theorem.

THEOREM 1.1: There exists an infinite codimensional subset 03A3~ of Cô (Rn, RP)
such that every Coo mapping f: R n-+ RP belonging to C~0 (Rn, Rp) - 03A3~ has
the following properties:

(A) (n ~ p) there exists a positive number 80 such that for any number e
with 0  03B5 ~ eo we have

(A-1) the space f -’ (Sf-1) is a compact COO manifold without boundary,
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(A-2) the restricted mapping f : f-1(Sp-103B5) ~ Sf-1 is topologically stable (Coo
stable if (n, p) is a nice pair of dimensions in J. Mather’s sense),

(A-3) the restricted mapping f03B5,0:f-1(Dp03B5 - {0}) ~ Dp - {0} is proper,

topologically stable (Coo stable f (n, p) is nice) and topologically equiva-
lent (Coo equivalent if (n, p) is nice) to the product mapping
h x id.(0,03B5):f-1(Sp-103B5) x (0, E) - Sf-1 x (0, 03B5) defined by (x, t) ~

(f(x), t),

(B) (n &#x3E; p) for any sufficiently small positive numbers 8 and £5, the upper
bound of 8 depending on f and the upper bound of £5 depending on 8 and f, we
have

(B-1) Dn03B5 ~ f-1(Sp-103B4) is a COO manifold, in general with boundary,
(B-2) the restricted mapping f,@â: DÉ ~ f-1 (Sp-103B4) ~ Sp-103B4 is topologically

stable (C êX) stable if (n, p) is nice),
(B-3) the restricted mapping f03B5,03B4,0: DÉ ~ f-1(Dp03B4 - {0}) ~ Dp03B4 - {0} is

proper, topologically stable (Coo stable if (n, p) is nice) and topologic-
ally equivalent (Coo equivalent if (n, p) is nice) to the product mapping
h,b x id.: (De n ~ f-1(Sp-103B4) X (0, 03B4) ~ Sp-103B4 x (0, £5) defined by
(x, t) ~ ( f (x), t).

For any COO mapping f Rn ~ RP, let Af be the space of all COO mappings of
Rn into RP with the same formal power series at 0 as f The space Af has the
induced topology of the Whitney COO topology. Then our main result can be
stated as follows.

THEOREM 1.2 : For any Coo mapping f of Cô (Rn , RP), there exists a dense
subset A0f of Af such that every Coo mapping g: Rn ~ RP belonging to A0f has
the properties (A), (B) above.

COROLLARY 1.3: Topologically oo-determined map germs are topologically
cone-like.

Our Corollary 1.3 answers the question proposed by C.T.C. Wall ([4],
question 30).

2. Reduction of Theorem 1.2 to Theorem 2.1

The notations used here are essentially the same as those of Thom [7],
Mather [5, 6], and Fukuda [1, 2]. For instance jr(n, p) is the set of the r-jets
of COO map germs: (Rn , 0) ~ (RP, 0), Jr(Rn, RP) denotes the r-jet bundle of
COO mappings of Rn into RP and mJr (Rn, Rp) is the m-fold r-jet bundle of C~
mappings of Rn into RP :
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mJr(Rn,Rp) = {(jrg1(q1),..., ,j’gm(qm) E (J’(Rn, Rp))m|(q1,..., qm) E
(Rn)(m)}, where for a set X, X(m) denotes the set {(q1,..., qm) E Xm|qi =1= q. i
if i ~ j} etc. Any points x = (xl , ... , xm ) of (Rn)m are called multipoints.

DEFINITION: Let X be a semi-algebraic submanifold of Jk(Rn, RP), U be a
subset of (Rn)(m) and let J.1: (Jk(Rn, RP))m ~ R be a polynomial function with
the following properties (a) and (b):

Property (a): C(03BC|X) n ( U x Rp)m x (Jk(n, p))m) = ~, where C(J.1lx) is
the set of all critical points of the restricted function

Property (b): J.1 depends only on the O-jet.

Then for any mapping g of C~0(Rn, Rp), we say g has the property T(X, 03BC)
on U if the following (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied:
(1) mjk g is transversal to X at every multipoint of U,
(2) if codim X = mn, mjkg(U) n X = ~,
(3) m jkg is transversal to X n J.1-1(8)for all 8 E R at every multipoint of U.

THEOREM 2.1: Let X be a semi-algebraic submanifold of mJk(Rn, RP), J.1:

(Jk(Rn, Rp))m ~ R be a polynomial function with the properties (a) and (b)
above and let A/(X, 03BC) be the space of all COO mappings of Af having the
property T(X, 03BC) on (Rn - {0})(m). Then Af(X, 03BC) is dense in Affor any f of
Cô (Rn, RP).

Proof that Theorem 2.1 = &#x3E; Theorem 1.2

Recall Mather’s various stability theorems ([3, 5, 6]).

LEMMA 2.2: For a COO proper stable mapping F: Rn ~ RP, there exists a

unique pair (JF(Rn), JF(Rp)) of semi-algebraic stratifications of Rn and RP
satisfying the following properties:
(1) F is a stratified mapping with respect to (JF(Rn), JF(Rp)),
(2) any pair of strata of JF(Rn) satisfies condition aF,
(3) if (J’(Rn), J’(Rp)) is an another pair of stratifications which satisfies (1)

and (2), then (J(Rn), J’(Rp)) is a refinement of (JF(Rn), JF(Rp)).

LEMMA 2.3: For any pair of dimensions (n, p), there exist a positive number k
and a semi-algebraic stratification J(n, p) of Jk(n, p) invariant under the
action of L k(n) x Lk(p) such that
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(1) two map germs f and g of C~0 (R n, RP) are topologically stable and
topologically equivalent each other if their k-jets jk f(0) and jk g(0) belong
to the same stratum X of f/(n, p) with codim X ~ n.

(2) if a proper Coo mapping f. Rn ~ RP is multitransversal to the stratification
J(Jk (Rn, Rp)) of Jk (Rn, Rp) canonically induced from J(n, p), then f is
a stratified mapping with respect to the stratifications (Jf(Rn), Jf(Rp))
induced.from J(Jk(Rn, Rp)) by the multi-jet extension of f, any pair of
strata of Yf (R n) satisfies condition af and f is topologically stable,

(3) any other stratification of Jk(n, p) satisfying (1) and (2) is a refinement of
J(n, p).

LEMMA 2.4: For any pair of dimensions (n, p), there exists a closed semi-
algebraic subset 1 of Jk(n, p), where k is as in Lemma 2.3, invariant under the
action of Lk(n) x Lk(p) having codimension &#x3E; n such that the canonically
induced subset L(Rn,RP) of’Jk(R", RP) has the following properties:
(1) For any proper Cx mapping f Rn ~ RP, the set jkf(Rn) n 03A3(Rn,Rp) is

empty if and only if there exist an integer m and a proper Cx stable
mapping F: R n x Rm ~ RP x R’" of the form F(x, t) = (g(x, t), t),
where x E Rn, t E R"’ and g(x, 0) = f(x).

(2) Let f and F be as in (1). Then f is multitransversal to the stratification
f/(Jk (Rn, Rp)) given by Lemma 2.3 if and only if the inclusion mappings
i : R n X {0} ~ Rn x R"’ and j : RP x {0} - RP x R"’ are both trans-

versal to the canonical stratifications (JF(Rn x Rm), f/F(RP x Rm)) given
by Lemma 2.2.

(3) Let F and f be as in (2). Then the pair of stratifications (i *(JF(Rn x Rm)),
j*(JF(Rp x Rm))) induced from (f/F(Rn x Rm), JF(Rp x Rm)) by i and
j coincides with the pair (Jf(Rn), Jf(Rp)), given by Lemma 2.3(2).

Now we prove that Theorem 2.1 implies Theorem 1.2. Let k be the integer,
f/(Jk(Rn, Rp)) be the semi-algebraic stratification and E be the semi-

algebraic subset of Jk(n, p) given by Lemma 2.3 and 2.4. Set

Note that codim (Jk(Rn, Rp - {0}) - Q) in Jk(Rn, Rp - {0}) is n. We

recall Fukuda’s construction of the semi-algebraic stratification J(Q) of
Q ([2-11], pp. 506-507). For any stratum X of J(n - 1, p - 1), con-
sider the subset X(Q) such that a jet jkg(x) belongs to X(Q) if and
only if jk(g|U~g-1(Sp-103B4))(x) is contained in X(U n g-1(Sp-103B4), Sp-103B4), where
U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of x, £5 = ~g(x)~ and X(U n
g-l (Sp-103B4), Sp-103B4) is the stratum of Jk( U ~ g-1(Sp-103B4), Sp-103B4) corresponding to
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X ~ J(n - 1, p - 1). Then he proved J(Q) = {X(Q)|X ~ J(n - 1, p - 1)}
was a semi-algebraic stratification of Q. Take a semi-algebraic stratification
J(03A3) of E and set

Let A(resp. f!4) be the set of all strata of the forms

where m ~ p + 1 and 0394m = {jk g1 (q1),...,jk gm (qm) E mJk(Rn, RP)
Ig1 (q1) =... = gm(qm)}. Let J.1p: (Jk(Rn, Rp))m ~ R be the function
defined by 03BCp(jkg1 (x1), ... , jk gm (Xm)) = ~g1(x1)~2 and let 03BCn: Jk (Rn , Rp) ~
R be the function defined by 03BCn(jkh(x)) = ~x~2.
Then for any COO mapping f of Ct (Rn, Rp), set

Since Ai is a finite intersection of the sets of the forms Af(Z, 03BC), this is dense
in Af by Theorem 2.1.
Take any mapping g of Atf. Then we have the following:

(A) (n ~ P)

g|(Rn-{0}): Rn - {0} ~ RP is multitransversal to J(Jk(Rn, Rp)), (2.3)

for any integer m ~ p + 1 and any manifold X of si,
mjk(g|(Rn-{0}))is transversal to X n J.1;;1 1 (E) for every 8 &#x3E; 0. (2.4)
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(B) (n &#x3E; p)

for any integer m ~ p + 1 and any manifold X of f!4,

Then Fukuda proved that any COO mapping g satisfying (2.1), (2.2.), (2.3)
and (2.4) (resp. (2.1), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7)) had the property (A) (resp.
(B)) in Theorem 1.1 using only Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4, Second Isotopy
Lemma, Mather’s results on COO stability ([6]) and (2.1)-(2.7) (see [2-1], pp.
242-249 and [2-11], pp. 510-514).
Therefore exactly as in his proof, we have our conclusion. Q.E.D.

3. Lemmas

For any jet jf(x) E Jr(Rn, RP), we denote 03A60(jrf(x)) by jr0f(x), where
03A60: J’(R", RP) = Rn x RP X J’(n, p) ~ R n X J’(n, p) is the canonical

projection.

LEMMA 3.1 [2-1]: Let g1,..., gm and f be Coo functions defined on R n and let
p1, ... , pn be m distinct points of Rn all different from a point x of R n and let
r and k be positive integers. Then there exists a polynomial H(x) = LawxW of
n variables of degree r + m(k + 1) satisfying the following conditions:

Moreover the polynomial H(x) can be chosen so that it depends only on
(jr0f(x), jkg1 (p1),..., jkgm(pm)). We thus denote it by
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For any positive integers r and s with s &#x3E; r, n:: (Js(Rn, Rp))m ~
(Jr(Rn, Rp))m denotes the canonical projection: 03C0sr(jsg1(q1),..., jsgm(qm)) =

(j’ gl (q1),..., jrgm(qm)) and for a multi points = (x1, ..., xm) of (Rn)m,
set

For a Coo function f : Rn ~ R and a multi point x = (xi , ..., xm ) of

(Rn )m , consider the following mappings:

defined by

where for an s-jet z, hz is its unique polynomial representative of degree s.

LEMMA 3.2:

(1) jf,x: (Rn)mx ~ (Rn)  (Jr+k+1(n, 1))m can be uniquely extended to a C~
mapping, denoted by the same symbol

Lemma 3.2 follows easily from Corollary 4.3 of [2-1].
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LEMMA 3.3 : Let W be a semi-algebraic subset of (Rn)m x (J’(n, p))"’, X be a

semi-algebraic submanifold of mJk(Rn, Rp) and let J.1: (Jk(Rn, Rp))m ~ R be a
polynomial function with the properties (a) and (b) in the definition. Then
there exist an integer s with s &#x3E; r and a closed semi-algebraic subset
Ew of (03C0sr)-1(W) having codimension ~ 1 such that for any multipoint
x = (Xl’ ... , xm ) and any mapping f: Rn ~ RP with (js0f(x1),...,
js0f(xm)) E (03C0sr)-1(W) - 03A3W, there exists a neighborhood Uf,x of x in (Rn )m
such that f has the property T(X, 03BC) on Uf,x n (Rn)(m)x.

This Lemma 3.3 plays an essential role for our proof of Theorem 2.1. Our
proof of Lemma 3.3 is a slight elaboration of Fukuda’s proof of his Trans-
versality Theorem (see pp. 236-238 of [2-1]).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3. Let 03A61: (Rn)m x (Jr(n,p))m ~ (Rn )m be the canonical
projection. There exists a semi-algebraic stratification J(W) of W such that
the restricted mapping 03A61|W: W - 03A61 ( W) is a stratified mapping (Theorem
2 of [1]). Let Wo be any stratum of J(W) with maximal dimension. It

suffices to construct 03A3 for Wo since J(W) has finitely many strata. We
identify the i-jet z E J’(R n, RP) with its polynomial representative hz (X). Set
s = r + k + 1, Q = (Rn )m x (03C0sr)-1(W0) and Q = 03A8((03C0sr)-1(W0)). Here
03A8: (Rn )m x (Js(n, p))m ~ (Rn )m x (Rn )m x (Js(n, p))m is the polynomial
mapping defined by

BJI(x, z) = (x, x, z). (3.6)

Remark that Q is a semi-algebraic submanifold of Q. For any multipoint x
of (Rn )m , set 03A9x = Q n ((Rn )m x {x} x (Js(n, p))m) and Qx = Q n
((Rn )m x {x} x (JS (n, p))m). Since the restriction 03A61|W0 : W0 ~ 03A61 (W0) is a
submersion, Qx (resp. Qx) is a semi-algebraic submanifold of Q (resp. Q).
Define a mapping j.: 03A9 ~ (Jk (Rn , Rp))m by

Put j03A9,x = j03A9|03A9x for any multipoint x of (Rn)m. For any CI mapping g =
(gl’ ... , g,): Rn ~ Rp and any multipoint x of (Rn )m with jr0g(x) E W0,
define a mapping jg,x = (Rn )m ~ 03A9x by

where jgl,x is the mapping defined in (3.4) for gi.
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Then from (3.7) and (3.8), we have

for any multipoint x of (Rn)m, the following diagram is commutative;
mjkg = j03A9,x 0 (jg,x 1 (Rn)(m)). (3.9)

From the definition of Qx and (3.8), we have

jg,x is transversal to Qx for any multipoint x of (Rn )m . (3.10)

From Lemma 3.2, we see

the restriction ofjçl,x to

submerses it into mJk(Rn, Rp) for any multipoint x of (Rn)m.

Since j03A9,x is a polynomial mapping and X is a semi-algebraic submanifold of
mJk(Rn, Rp),
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is a semi-algebraic subset of 03A9x. Set X* = Ux~(Rn)mX*x. The set X* is a
semi-algebraic submanifold of Q, since jn is a polynomial mapping which
maps

submersively into mJk(R", RP).
Let SI be the topological closure of the set of points of Q at which the pair

(X*, Q) does not satisfy the Whitney conditions (a) and (b). Let

be the canonical projection

Remark that 03A62|Q: ~ 03A62(Q) is a diffeomorphism and (03A62|Q)-1 = 03A8|03A62(Q)
from (3.6) and (3.12).

Let f be a Coo mapping and x = (x1,...,xm) be a multipoint with
(jgf(x1)’ ...,js0f(xm)) E ((03C0sr)-1(W0) - 03A8(03A31)). Then from (3.8), (3.10),
the Whitney conditions and the fact ((xi , ... , xm), (js0f(x1), ...,js0f(xm))) E
Q - LI, we have

jf,x is transversal to Xx* at every multipoint of (Rn)(m)x near x. (3.13)

From (3.9), (3.11) and (3.13), we have

mjkf is transversal to X at every multipoint of (Rn)(m)x near x. (3.14)

From the Whitney condition (a), we have

if codim X* = codim X = mn, then mjkf(y) n X = ~
at every multipoint y of (R n)(m) near x. (3.15)

Next from (3.11) and the property (a) of J.1,

for any multipoint x of (Rn )m , Il 0 j03A9,x : X*x ~ R
has no critical points on (R n)(m) near x. (3.16)

From the property (b) of Il, we see 03BC 03BF j03A9,x (Qx) = {one point}.
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Let Lx be the set of points of Qx at which the pair (X*x, Q, n (Q - 03A31))
does not satisfy the Thom condition allojn,x.
Now we consider the following mapping:

Here recall that 03A61: (Rn)m x (Js(n, p))m ~ (Rn)m is the canonical projection
and 03A62: (Rn )m x (Rn )m x (Js(n,p))m ~ (Rn )m x (Js(n, p))m is defined by
03A62(x1, X2, z) = (X2, z). From the construction of W0, we see the restric-
tion 03A61 03BF 03A62|Q=(03C0sr)1(W0): Q ~ 03A61(W0) is a submersion. From (3.11), we see
the restriction 03A6103BF03A62|X*=Ux~(Rn)mX*x: X* ~ 03A61(W0) is also a submer-

sion. Furthermore (Q) = 0, where : (Rn )m x (Rn )m x (Js(n,p))m ~ R
is a polynomial function defined by (x1, x2, z) =03BC·j03A9(x1, X2, z) -
J.1 o j03A9(x2, X2, z). Therefore from Lemma 6.3.1 of [1], we see Ux~(Rn)m 03A3x is a
semi-algebraic subset of Q having codimension ~ 1. We denote its closure
by L2. Set 03A3 = LI U L2. From the construction of E and the remark just
below (3.12), we have

the set 03A62(03A3) is a closed semi-algebraic subset of
(03C0sr)-1(W0) having codimension ~ 1. (3.17)

Let f be a Coo mapping and x = (x1, ... Xm) be a multipoint with
(js0f(x1), ...,js0f(xm))~ ((03C0sr)-1(W0) - 03A8(03A3). From (3.10), (3.16), the

Thom condition a and the fact that ((x1, ..., xm), (js0f(x1), ... ,
js0f(xm))) e Q - L, we have

for every E and every multipoint x of (Rn)m, jf,x is transversal
to X*x n (03BC03BFj03A9)-1(03B5) at every multipoint of (Rn)(m)x near x. (3.18)

From (3.9), (3.11) and (3 18), we have

for every E and every multipoint x of (Rn)m, mjkf is transversal
to X n 03BC-1(03B5) at every multipoint of (Rn)(m)x near x.

Now assertions (3.14), (3.15), (3.17) and (3.19) complete the proof.
Q.E.D.

4. Proof of Theorem 2.1

Set W = (Rn)&#x26;m) x (Jr(m,p))m. We apply Lemma 3.3 (nm + 1) times to
obtain an integer s and a closed semi-algebraic subset Lw of (03C0sr)-1(W)
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having codimension ~ nm + 1 such that for any multipoint x =

(x1, ... , xm ) of (Rn )m and any mapping g: Rn ~ RP with

(js0g(x1),..., js0g(xm)) E (03C0sr)-1 (W) - Lw, there exists a neighborhood
Ug,x of x in (Rn)m such that

the mapping g has the property T(X, 03BC) on Ug,x n (R n )(m) (4.1)

We want to show that

the mapping g has the property T(X, 03BC) on (Rn)(m)0. (4.2)

And we also want to show that

the intersection of Af and the set of such mappings is a dense subset of Af
(4.3)

Since (4.2) is much stronger than (4.1 ), we can not conclude (4.2) and (4.3)
from (4.1) by the direct application of Mather’s Multitransversality Theo-
rem.

By this reason, we continue our proof as follows, which is slightly different
from the one of wilson’s Multijet Transversal Extention Theorem ([8], page
677), to obtain our conclusion.

(Rn)(m)0 can be covered by a countable collection of compact sets

Ul1 x ... x Um, where for each i Uil, ... , Um are compact, mutually dis-
joint semi-algebraic coordinate patches of Rn - {0}. Set

where 03C01:(Js(Rn, Rp))m ~ (Rn)m denotes the s-jet bundle projection
03C01(jsg1(x1),...,jsgm(xm)) = (x1, ... , xm). If the set 03A3iW is not empty, 03A3iW
is a semi-algebraic subset of (Js(Rn, Rp))m. 03A3iW can be covered by a
countable collection of compact submanifolds Mij (with boundary), further-
more the Mij may be chosen so that, for any i, j, Mij is a submanifold of a
stratum of J(03A3iW), where J(03A3iW) is a semi-algebraic stratification of 03A3iW. Set

Bij = {g ~ C~(Rn, Rp)|mjsg03A3iW on Mij} and Aij = Af ~ Bij.

By the proof of Wilson’s Multijet Transversal Extension Theorem ([8],
p. 677), Aij is an open dense subset of Af for any i, j. Set Ai = ~j AJ. Since the
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codimension of f in (Js(Rn, RP))m is greater than nm for any i, j, we see

Since Uil x ... x Um is compact, for any mapping g: Rn ~ RP with g E Ai
we can choose finite multipoints xl, ... , xq of VI  ··· x Um such that
for any multipoint x of Uf x ... x Uim (~(Rn)(m)0) there exists

xk e {x1, ... , xq} with x e Ug,xk n (Rn)(m)xk. Hence by (4.1) we have:
for any mapping g: Rn ~ Rp with g E Ai,

the mapping g has the property T(X, 03BC) on Uil x ... x Uim. (4.4)

Therefore for any mapping g: Rn ~ Rp with g e ni Ai, we have (4.2).
Since Af = {g ~ C~(Rn, Rp)|j~f(0) = j~g(0)} is a Baire space (see

p. 677 of [8]) and ni Ai = ni,j Aj is a residual subset of AI’ ni Ai is dense in
Af. Hence AI (X, 03BC)) (~ ni Ai ) is dense in AI. Q.E.D.
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